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ABSTRACT
The invention relates to a method for manufacturing a sheet
pile Wall component such as a sheet pile, a connection pro?le
or a carrier that exhibits at least one interlock With a uniform
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a preliminary product is produced by forming using this
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tion of the preliminary product that is to be provided With the
interlock, Whereby the cross-section of the section is dimen
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sioned suf?ciently such that the dimensional deviations
caused by forming at the preliminary product are taken into
account for the shape-cutting 0f the interlock.
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METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
SHEET PILING COMPONENTS, AND SHEET
PILING COMPONENT

sional deviations caused by forming at the preliminary prod
uct are taken into account for the shape-cutting of the inter
lock.

[0008]
[0001] The invention relates to a method according to claim
1 for manufacturing a sheet pile Wall component such as a
sheet pile, a connection pro?le or a carrier that exhibits at least
one interlock With a uniform cross-section extending across

the entire length of the sheet pile Wall component for engag
ing the interlock of an additional sheet pile Wall component.
In addition, the invention relates to a sheet pile Wall compo
nent according to claim 12.

[0002] Sheet piles are comprised of various sheet pile Wall
components, for example, sheet piles, that are rammed into
the ground. To ensure a secure hold betWeen the sheet pile
Wall components, these components are provided With so

called interlocks at their longitudinal edges that typically run
vertically. In this context, the term locks refers to pro?led
sections that are designed integrally With the sheet pile Wall
component. The locks extend across the entire length of the
sheet pile Wall component and have a uniform cross-sectional
shape. The best knoWn interlock shapes are listed in DIN EN

10248-2. They include, for example, Larssen interlocks, Hoe
sch interlocks, the so-called Ball and Socket interlocks or ?at
pro?le interlocks formed from a thumb and ?nger, to name
just a feW of the best knoWn interlock types.
[0003] The best knoWn sheet pile Wall components that are

provided With such interlocks are the so-called sheet piles that
are combined to create sheet pile Walls in the described man

ner. To erect so-called combination sheet pile Walls, carriers,
for example I-beams, are used in addition to said sheet piles
and are rammed into the ground at certain distances to each

other With at least one sheet pile being driven into the ground
betWeen them. To couple the sheet piles With the carriers,
additionally so-called connection pro?les are used. The con
nection pro?les are provided With respective interlocks for
engaging the sheet piles and With attachment pro?les that are
used to attach the connection pro?les to the carriers.
[0004] Sheet piles, carriers and said connection pro?les are
usually manufactured by hot rolling, cold rolling or for more

complex interlock shapes by extrusion molding.

Using the method according to the invention com

bines the advantages of tWo manufacturing methods, namely
forming, i.e., hot rolling, cold rolling or extrusion molding
and shape-cutting, i.e., methods such as milling or grinding.
Until noW, due to the high production numbers, sheet pile Wall
components made of steel, such as sheet piles, connection
pro?les and carriers are manufactured by forming, Where in
one run, the various interlock con?gurations are formed at the

same time, at the sheet pile Wall components. Because it is
relatively dif?cult to form steel and even With hot rolling the
steel has a limited formability, only a limited number of

comparatively simple interlock shapes can be manufactured

using the forming method. Although extrusion molding
alloWs for the manufacture of more complex cross-sectional

shapes, its disadvantages are the signi?cant effort required to
make the dies required for extrusion molding and the com
paratively expensive use costs.

[0009] The inventive combination of forming technology
and shape-cutting combines the simple and cost-effective
manufacturability of sheet pile Wall components made of
steel using forming methods, such as hot or cold rolling, With
the high ?exibility of shape-cutting, Which enable in particu
lar the manufacture of smaller numbers or of interlock shapes

that require particularly complex or precise manufacturing.
According to the invention, it only needs to be ensured that
the section in Which the interlock is to be formed by shape

cutting is, after forming, dimensioned suf?ciently for form
ing the interlock appropriately. For example, sheet pile Wall
components manufactured by forming When vieWed across
their length exhibit high dimensional deviations that may be
in a range of several millimeters, potentially even centime

ters. By providing appropriate material in the sections Where
the locks are to be formed, the dimensional deviations occur

ring during forming no longer play a major role during shape
cutting. In addition, interlocks manufactured by shape-cut
ting are characteriZed by high precision.
[0010] It shall be noted in this regard that the interlocks
need not be manufactured entirely by shape-cutting. It is also
Within the scope of the invention if only one or several sec

tions of the interlock, When vieWed across the cross-section of

[0005] This has the disadvantage that the change-over of
the rolling train or of the extrusion equipment requires sig

the interlock perpendicular to its longitudinal direction, are

ni?cant time and technical effort if a different interlock shape
is to be manufactured. In addition, there is no possibility to
reWork interlocks, for example at a construction site, or to

[0011] Additional advantages of the invention become
apparent from the folloWing description, the draWing as Well

provide interlocks later for conventional steel components
such as I-beams Without Welding.

[0006] Based on this prior art, it is the objective of the
invention to provide an improved method for manufacturing
a sheet pile Wall component or to provide an improved sheet

shape-cut.
as the subordinate claims.

[0012] So for example, using a variation of a particularly
preferred method of the method according to the invention it
is recommended to mold during the forming of the prelimi
nary product an accumulation of material at the section that is
to be provided With the interlock and to manufacture the

pile Wall component through Which, When employed, or

interlock through shape-cutting from this material accumu

through Which the interlocks can be manufactured in particu

lation. Molding the material accumulation on ensures that
suf?cient material is provided at the section Where at a later

lar With great ?exibility.

vieWed in its cross-section is manufactured at least in sections

time the interlock shall be produced. It is furthermore pos
sible to mold certain elements of the interlock that are easily
produced by forming at the material accumulation such as
hook-shaped sections, thumb strips and the like. It is of par
ticular advantage if the material accumulation is molded dur

by shape-cutting at the section of the preliminary product that
is to be provided With the interlock, Whereby the cross-section

material accumulation is adapted to the shape of the interlock

of the section is dimensioned suf?ciently such that the dimen

When vieWed cross-sectionally.

[0007] This objective is achieved by a method With the
steps of the method according to Claim 1. In particular it is
achieved in that the method is used to manufacture a prelimi

nary product through forrning and in that the interlock When

ing the production of the preliminary product such that the
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[0013]

It is furthermore recommended to start the manu

facture of the sheet pile Wall component by a ?rst molding of
the preliminary product. Next form certain sections of the

Wall component, has been manufactured by forming and that
at least one interlock has been made at least in sections

through shape-cutting.

interlock by shape-cutting. Then form certain design features

[0020]

at the interlock in an additional step through additional form
ing, for example cold or hot rolling in order to create the ?nal
shape of the interlock in the cross-sectional vieW. In this
manner it is possible, for example, to create interlock cham

section of the sheet pile Wall component that is provided With

bers formed in the interlock by shape-cutting and then to
partially close the yet open interlock chamber through a sub
sequent molding of a hook strip such that only the interlock
jaW that is needed for engaging remains.
[0014] To form more complex interlock sections after
shape-cutting and not expose the material in the area of the

interlock to high forming Work, it is furthermore recom
mended to heat the area of the section or the material accu

mulation that is still to be formed to the hot forming tempera
ture and only then mold it to form the ?nal interlock shape.
The occurrence of micro-crystalline cracks can be prevented

by setting the forming temperature appropriately.

Preferably, a material accumulation is formed at that

the interlock such that the interlock can be realized in said

material accumulation through shape-cutting.
[0021]

Preferably, the interlock has been formed into its

?nal interlock shape through shape-cutting and subsequent
forming. This has the advantage that the interlock can be

produced With high precision While also alloWing interlock
shapes to be realized that cannot be produced by shape

cutting alone.
[0022] According to the invention, sheet pile Wall compo
nents are possible that have different interlock shapes, for

example sheet pile Wall components With a Larssen interlock,
a Hoesch claW, a Hoesch button, a ball interlock, a socket

interlock, a ?at pro?le interlock, a trapezoidal groove, a trap
ezoidal interlock, a trapezoidal ?ange or a dovetail groove.

Preferably, the sheet pile Wall component is a Wedge-shaped

[0015] Shape-cutting is preferably done With several cut
ting tools that are employed in one single processing step.

carrier With a cross-sectional shape that extends in the shape
of a Wedge toWards the free end of the T-beam.

However, it is also conceivable to carry out the shape-cutting
in several successive processing steps. The latter may be
advantageous if a comparatively large amount of material
needs to be removed during shape-cutting and several steps

based on three variations of the method making reference to

With different tools are required.
[0016] Preferably a tool With a geometrically de?ned cut

manufacture of a Wedge-shaped recess at a conventional

ting edge, for example a milling cutter, is used as the shape
cutting tool. By using a respective adjustable multi-axis mill
ing device, the milling tool can be brought into contact With
the sheet pile Wall component for chip removal at various
positions relative to said sheet pile Wall component. Alterna
tively or supplementary it is furthermore advantageous if a
form cutter is used, i.e., a milling tool With an outer contour

that already corresponds to the cross-sectional shape to be
milled. As an alternative if a small amount of material needs
to be removed or When ?ne-milling, a tool With an unde?ned

[0023]

In the folloWing, the invention shall be explained

the draWing of Which
[0024]

FIGS. 1a and b are schematic presentations of the

T-carrier, Whereby the T-carrier is shoWn in front vieW;
[0025] FIGS. 2a and b are schematic presentations of the
manufacture of a Hoesch claW at a sheet pile, Whereby the

sheet pile is shoWn in front vieW; and
[0026]

FIGS. 3a to d are schematic presentations of the

manufacture of a Larssen hook at a sheet pile, Where addi

tional forming occurs after shape-cutting.
[0027] FIGS. 1a and 1b shoW the manufacture of a Wedge
shaped recess at a conventional T-carrier 10. The T-carrier 10

cutting edge may be used, for example grinding discs, Which

exhibits a T-beam 12 With a speci?ed material strength of, for
example, 14 mm. Using a milling cutter 14 that is arranged in

When used as form grinding discs may also be provided With

a slanted manner at about 10°, a pocket 16 extending in a

a de?ned circumferential contour, in order to form the inter

slanted manner is machined out along the entire length of the
T-carrier 10 in the direction of the T-doWnstroke (not shoWn).
After milling, the T-carrier 10 exhibits the cross-sectional

lock through form grinding.
[0017] If the interlock is produced during the manufacture
of the sheet pile Wall component, then the preliminary prod
uct With its section or its material accumulation Where the

interlock is to be formed is guidedpast a stationary processing
station for shape-cutting. For this purpose, the processing
station may be arranged directly after the rolling stand of a
cold rolling train or after a cooling train arranged doWnstream
of the hot rolling train.
[0018] It is also conceivable to produce the interlock using
a mobile processing station. This is particularly advantageous
if a simple interlock, for example a trapezoidal interlock

shape shoWn in FIG. 1b and is noW suitable for the attachment
of a connection pro?le 18 as shoWn in FIG. 1b, thus ful?lling
the purpose of a so-called Wedge-shaped carrier.
[0028] The milling can be done When manufacturing the
T-carrier 10. Alternatively, milling may also be done, if nec
essary, on site at the construction site.

similar to that of a Wedge-shaped carrier, shall be formed at a

[0029] FIGS. 2a and 2b shoW the manufacture of a sheet
pile Wall 20 With a so-called Hoesch claW 22. The sheet pile
Wall 20, the face of Which is shoWn in FIGS. 2a and 2b, is
initially prefabricated in a knoWn manner by heat rolling,
Whereby a material accumulation 24 is formed at the longi

later time on a conventional carrier such as an I-beam, for

tudinal edge of the created preliminary product in place of a

example at a construction site.

?nished interlock. In the cross-sectional vieW, the material
accumulation 24 already exhibits the basic shape of the Hoe
sch claW 22.
[0030] After a cooling doWn of the sheet pile 20, the sheet
pile 20 is guided past a milling device that uses a form cutter

[0019] According to a second aspect, the invention accord
ing to claim 12 relates to a sheet pile Wall component such as
a sheet pile, a connection pro?le or a carrier that exhibits at
least one interlock With a uniform cross-section extending

across the entire length of the sheet pile Wall component for
engaging the interlock of an additional sheet pile Wall com

ponent, Which is, in particular, produced according to the
inventive method and is characterized in that the sheet pile

26 to machine out a groove 28 that extends across the entire

length of the sheet pile 20. The outer contour of the form
cutter 26 is selected such that the ?nished milled groove 28 of
the recess corresponds to the ?nished Hoesch claW 22.
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[0031] FIGS. 3a to 3d show the manufacture ofa sheet pile
30 With a Larssen interlock 32. Here too, a preliminary prod

uct is initially manufactured by hot-rolling, Where a material
accumulation 34 is molded at the longitudinal edge inplace of
the ?nished interlock. The material accumulation 34 exhibits
a ?rst section 36 forming the free end of the longitudinal edge
as Well as second section 38 that points about a right angle
from said ?rst section 36 in FIG. 3a.
[0032] Thereafter, a groove 42, stretching across the entire

length of the sheet pile 30 and arranged at the ?rst section 36
of the area shoWn in FIG. 311 top is milled out using a form
cutter 40. At the same time, a slight amount of material is also
removed from the side area of the second section 38 that
points outWard. Here too, the outer contour of the form cutter
40 is selected such that the ?nished milled groove 42 corre

to be provided With the interlock, Wherein the cross
section of the section is dimensioned suf?ciently such
that the dimensional deviations caused by forming at the
preliminary product are taken into account for the shape

cutting of the interlock.
2. A method as set forth in claim 1, Wherein a material

accumulation is formed during the forming of the preliminary
product at the section that is to be provided With the interlock

and the interlock is produced by shape-cutting from the mate
rial accumulation, Whereby the cross-section of the material
accumulation is dimensioned such that the dimensional

deviations that occur through forming at the preliminary
product are taken into account for the shape-cutting of the
interlock.
3. A method as set forth in claim 2, Wherein the material

sponds approximately to the cross-section of the later inter

accumulation is molded during the forming of the prelimi

lock chamber of the Larssen interlock 32.

nary product such that the material accumulation is adapted to
the shape of the interlock to be produced When vieWed cross

[0033]

After machining out the groove 42, the upWard

pointing second section 38 is heated to a forming temperature
that is typical for hot rolling using a heating device like for

sectionally.

example an induction heating device (not shoWn). Thereafter,

the preliminary product that is to be provided With the inter

the second section 38 is partially turned over in the direction
of the ?rst section 36 using a forming roller 44 by forming a
hook strip 46 of the Larssen interlock 32. The outer contour of
the forming roller 44 is also formed such that the turned over
second section 38 exhibits a speci?ed form that corresponds
to the hook strip 46 of a conventionally produced Larssen
interlock 32.
[0034] The method according to the invention alloWs for a

lock or the material accumulation that is molded at the pre

simple and elegant manner of manufacturing very different
interlock shapes, Whereby such interlocks may, for example,

4. A method as set forth in claim 3, Wherein the section of

liminary product is formed to the ?nal interlock shape after
shape cutting at least in sections, When vieWed cross-section

ally.
5. A method as set forth in claim 4, Wherein the area of the

section that is still to be formed after shape-cutting to form the
?nal interlock shape or the material accumulation is heated to
a heat forming temperature.
6. A method as set forth in claim 1, Wherein shape-cutting

of the interlock is carried out through several chip-removing

also be formed at conventional l-beams as long as suf?cient

tools, preferably in several successive processing steps.

material is provided at the T-beams of the l-beam.

7. A method as set forth in claim 1, Wherein shape-cutting
is performed using at least one cutting tool With a geometri

REFERENCE CHARACTER LIST

[0035]
[0036]

10 T-carrier
12 T-beam

[0037]

14 Milling tool

[0038]

16 Pocket

[0039]
[0040]

18 Connection pro?le
20 Sheet pile

[0041]
[0042]
[0043]
[0044]

22
24
26
28

[0045]

30 Sheet pile

[0046]
[0047]
[0048]
[0049]
[0050]
[0051]

32
34
36
38
40
42

[0052]
[0053]

44 Forming roller
46 Hook strip

Hoesch claW
Material accumulation
Form cutter
Groove
Larssen interlock
Material accumulation
First section
Second section
Form cutter
Groove

What is claimed is:
1. A method for manufacturing a sheet pile Wall component

cally de?ned cutting edge.
8. A method as set forth in claim 1, Wherein the preliminary
product With its material accumulation is guided past a sta

tionary processing station for shape-cutting.
9. A method as set forth in claim 1, Wherein the interlock is

created using a mobile processing station.
10. A method as set forth in claim 1, Wherein shape-cutting
is carried out through form-milling and/ or form-grinding.
11. A method as set forth in claim 1, Wherein shape-cutting
is carried out immediately folloWing the forming of the pre

liminary product.
12. A sheet pile Wall component Which exhibits at least one
interlock With a uniform cross-section extending across the

entire length of the sheet pile Wall component for engaging
the interlock of an additional sheet pile Wall component, the

improvement Wherein the sheet pile Wall component is pro
duced by forming and Wherein the at least one interlock is

produced at least in sections by shape-cutting.
13. A sheet pile Wall component as set forth in claim 12,
Wherein a material accumulation is formed at the section of

the sheet pile Wall component that is provided With the inter
lock, and Wherein said interlock is formed in said material

Which exhibits at least one interlock With a uniform cross

accumulation through shape-cutting.

section extending across the entire length of the sheet pile
Wall component, for engaging the interlock of an additional
sheet pile Wall component, said method comprising the steps

14. A sheet pile Wall component as set forth in claim 13,
Wherein the interlock is formed into its ?nal interlock shape

of:

15. A sheet pile Wall component as set forth in claim 14,
Wherein the formed interlock is selected from the group con
sisting of a Larssen interlock, a Hoesch claW, a Hoesch but
ton, a ball interlock, a socket interlock, a ?at pro?le interlock,

Producing a preliminary product through forming, and
shape-cutting the interlock, When vieWed in its cross
section, at the section of the preliminary product that is

after shape-cutting through subsequent forming.

US 2010/0054868 A1

a trapezoidal groove, a trapezoidal interlock, a trapezoidal
?ange and a dovetail groove.

16. A sheet pile Wall component as set forth in claim 12,
Wherein the sheet pile Wall component is a Wedge-shaped
carrier.
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17.Amethod as set forth in claim 1, Wherein shape-cutting
is performed using at least one cutting tool With a geometri
Cally unde?ned cutting edge,
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